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Abstract

Purpose
The aims of this study are to investigate (1) the effects of integrated advertising formats on the persuasion of children, (2) children’s awareness of the persuasive intent of these formats, and (3) how this awareness mediates the level of persuasion.

Design/Methodology/Approach
An one factor between-subjects experiment was conducted among 117 boys from 8 to 12 years old.

Findings
This study showed that boys were more aware of the persuasive intent of a non-integrated catalog than of a brand-integrated magazine. In addition, higher awareness of the persuasive intent of the catalog enhanced persuasion in boys.

Research Limitations/Implications
This study only focused on boys’ responses and not on girls.

Practical Implications
Our findings imply that advertisers could focus on non-integrated print advertising formats, such as catalogs, to promote positive product attitudes among boys. Catalogs are also a more ethical way of communicating to boys because boys are generally aware of catalogs’ persuasive intent.

Social Implications
This study implies that even if children have sufficient persuasion knowledge, they do not necessarily use it to critically evaluate advertising.

Originality
This paper is the first to systematically test the differences in effects of brand-integrated magazines versus catalogs targeted toward children. Importantly, it shows that persuasion knowledge plays a fundamentally different role in the persuasion process of children than of adults: awareness of the persuasive intent of catalogs increases persuasion among boys whereas previous studies among adults showed opposite results.

Keywords
Advertising, children, brand-integrated magazine, persuasion knowledge, brand attitude, catalog
Boys’ Responses to the Integration of Advertising and Entertaining Content

Since the start of the new millennium, dramatic changes in the commercial media environment have occurred because the boundaries between advertising, entertainment, and information have become increasingly blurred (Balasubramanian, Karrh and Patwardhan, 2006). In particular, children’s media environment has been saturated with integrated advertising techniques, including advergames, branded websites, and brand-integrated magazines (Buijzen, Van Reijmersdal and Owen, 2010). This integration between advertising and entertainment has fuelled debates in both academia and society. It is generally assumed that children are easily persuaded by these subtle formats, which often involve integrated advertising, because children are expected to be less aware of the persuasive intent of these formats. Therefore, critical processing mechanisms are thought to remain inactivated (Nairn and Fine, 2008).

Even though children’s awareness of advertising’s persuasive intent has gained increased attention from both academics and policymakers over the last few years, much remains unclear about the actual role of this awareness in children’s processing of advertising messages (Rozendaal, Lapierre, Van Reijmersdal and Buijzen, 2011). Several studies have focused on children’s awareness of the intent of advertising, including integrated advertising formats (e.g., An and Stern, 2011; Owen, Lewis, Auty and Buijzen, 2013). However, only few studies have linked this awareness to advertising effects (e.g., Mallinckrodt and Mizerski, 2007; Van Reijmersdal, Rozendaal and Buijzen, 2012; Waiguny, Nelson and Terlutter, 2012). Moreover, the studies that did investigate this link have yielded mixed results and therefore do not provide conclusive evidence.

Clearly, to reach an informed conclusion about the effects of integrated advertising on children and about the role of children’s awareness of the persuasive intent of these formats,
there is a vital need to extend research into this topic. Therefore, the aims of this study are to investigate (1) the effects of integrated advertising formats on the persuasion of children, (2) children’s awareness of the persuasive intent of these formats, and (3) how this awareness mediates the level of persuasion.

Specifically, in this study, we focus on integrated print advertising. Brand-integrated magazines are print formats that are owned by advertisers and especially created as a vehicle to promote the advertisers’ products and thereby increase behavioral loyalty, or repeat purchase behavior (Bronner, 2004; Haeusermann, 2013). Although print accounts for considerable amounts of the total integrated advertising volume (Bhatnagar, Aksoy and Malkoc, 2004), print has been largely ignored in the literature on children and advertising (see, Cordy, 2004; McMahon, 2002 for exceptions). This gap is surprising for two reasons. First, brand-integrated magazines targeted toward children are very popular and highly attractive to children (Jones and Reid, 2010; McMahon, 2002). To illustrate, in the US, the second most popular children’s magazine in terms of circulation is *Nintendo Power*, a brand-integrated magazine by Nintendo (Nitz, 2012). Globally, one of the most popular brand-integrated magazines is *Lego Club Magazine*, which is available in 12 countries and has an estimated circulation of 3.2 million copies (Skelly, 2009). In particular, toy-focused magazines and catalogs that are associated with presents are very popular because these magazines function as an important source of information for children’s toy wish lists (Buijzen and Valkenburg, 2000; Clarke and McAuley, 2010).

Second, results from other studies on the effects of brand integration on children mainly focused on digital media. These results cannot be directly applied to print. Brand-integrated magazines differ from most digital integrated advertising formats in terms of the cognitive
capacity needed for processing, which may affect the role of persuasion knowledge in children’s responses (Buijzen et al., 2010). Print formats only include visual features that children can process at their own pace and are not interactive. This characteristic puts a lower demand on children’s capacities than do games for example. Therefore, brand integration may have a greater ability to evoke children’s awareness of persuasive intent. Thus, to understand the impact of highly popular brand-integrated magazines on children, new research is needed.

To address our research aims, we compare boys’ responses to a toy store’s brand-integrated magazine (i.e., integrated advertising format) with responses to a traditional toy store catalog (i.e., non-integrated advertising format) both targeted toward boys. We focus on advertised-product attitude (i.e., children’s liking of and desire for the advertised products; D’Alessio, Laghi, and Baiocco, 2009) as an indicator of advertising persuasion (Aim 1) because product attitude is considered to be one of the most important predictors of the behavioral outcomes of advertising exposure, such as purchase intent and consumption (see Brown and Stayman, 1992). In addition, we compare 8- to 12-year-old boys’ awareness of the persuasive intent of a brand-integrated toy magazine to their awareness of the intent of a traditional toy store catalog (Aim 2) and investigate whether this awareness mediates the effects of both advertising formats (Aim 3).

**Theoretical Background**

**The Effect of Brand-Integrated Magazines Compared with Catalogs on Children’s Product Attitudes**

It is generally assumed that integrated formats are more effective in evoking persuasive outcomes, such as product attitudes, than non-integrated formats (Balasubramanian, Karrh and Patwardhan, 2006). The most important theoretical explanation for this assumption is that people
are expected to be more critical toward advertising than toward editorial content (Cameron, 1994). Because integrated formats deliberately mask advertising messages as editorial content, people in general, and children in particular, are less likely to be aware of the persuasive intent of integrated formats. Consequently, these individuals are more likely to process a brand-integrated magazine in a positive and less critical manner than a non-integrated product catalog.

Another explanation for the assumed effectiveness of brand-integrated magazines is that these print formats integrate advertising with entertainment. People’s positive associations with the entertaining context are likely to spill over to the products that are advertised (Nairn and Fine, 2008; Van Reijmersdal et al., 2012). Spill-over theory suggests that the pleasant experience of reading an entertaining magazine is attributed to the products in the magazine. In addition, compared with a catalog, a brand-integrated magazine has the advantage of a theoretical process called ‘third-party endorsement’ (Cameron, 1994). The branded messages in the magazine seem to be advocated or endorsed by a journalist or editor of the magazine (a third party) rather than the advertiser itself. This feature lends credibility to the persuasive message and is likely to increase persuasion (Van Reijmersdal, 2011). The information in a non-integrated catalog, however, is clearly produced by the advertiser, making the catalog less credible and less convincing (Van Reijmersdal et al., 2010).

Thus, because the commercial content of brand-integrated magazines is disguised as editorial content and is often entertaining, children are more likely to be persuaded. We formulated the following hypothesis:

H1: A brand-integrated magazine leads to more persuasion (i.e., more positive attitudes toward the advertised products) than a toy store catalog.

Children’s Awareness of Persuasive Intent
Awareness of the persuasive intent of an advertising message, which is the understanding that a specific message attempts to influence purchase behavior by changing attitudes and cognitions about the product or advertisement (Rozendaal et al., 2011), is argued to be an important component of persuasion knowledge (Friestad and Wright, 1994). Persuasion knowledge encompasses different types of knowledge regarding the motives, strategies, and tactics of specific advertising formats and advertising in general, which children start to develop during childhood (Moses and Baldwin, 2005; Rozendaal et al., 2011; Wright, Friestad, and Boush, 2005). Several empirical studies on children’s persuasion knowledge regarding traditional television advertising have shown that at approximately 8 years of age, children become increasingly aware of the intent of television commercials, but awareness of persuasive intent does not fully mature until the age of 12 (see, for example, Boush, Friestad and Rose, 1994; John, 1999; Laczniak and Carlson, 2012; Oates, Blades and Gunter, 2002; Robertson and Rossiter, 1974).

When compared to traditional television advertising, it is assumed that children are less aware of the persuasive nature of integrated advertising formats, because the source of the information and the persuasive message are masked by entertaining content (Nairn and Fine, 2008; Owen et al., 2013). Several studies have investigated children’s awareness of integrated forms of advertising, such as brand placement in movies, in-game advertising, and advergames (An and Stern, 2011; Mallinckrodt and Mizerski, 2007; Owen, et al., 2013; Rozendaal, Slot, Van Reijmersdal and Buijzen, 2013; Van Reijmersdal et al., 2012; Waiguny et al., 2012). Only one study explicitly compared children’s awareness of the persuasive intent of integrated advertising formats with traditional formats. Owen et al. (2013) investigated and compared children’s (ages 6 to 7 and 9 to 10) awareness of the intent of traditional television commercials and of several
forms of integrated advertising (advergames, in-game advertising, brand placement in movies, program sponsorship, and product licensing). The researchers indeed found that children of these ages are less aware of the persuasive intent of all integrated forms of advertising than of traditional television commercials.

Thus far, little is known about children’s awareness of the persuasive intent of integrated print advertising. Based on previous research into integrated advertising formats, we expect children to be less aware of the persuasive intent of a brand-integrated toy magazine than of a non-integrated toy store catalog. Specifically, we expect that children are less aware that brand-integrated magazines are persuasive in nature because the persuasive intent is masked by the entertaining content of the magazine. To test this assumption, we formulated the following hypothesis:

H2: A brand-integrated magazine leads to lower levels of awareness of persuasive intent than a toy store catalog among children.

The Mediating Effect of Awareness of Persuasive Intent

Awareness of persuasive intent is generally considered to be an important mediator of advertising persuasion (Rozendaal et al., 2011). Specifically, theories on persuasion knowledge and cognitive advertising defenses predict that people are more easily persuaded when they are unaware of the attempted persuasion (Friestad and Wright, 1994; Rozendaal et al., 2011). That is, when audiences are aware of the persuasive intent of an advertising message, they process the message more critically, decreasing the likelihood of persuasion. Research on adults indeed showed that increased awareness of the persuasive intent of brand integration in television programs (Matthes, Schemer, and Wirth, 2007) and in print (Van Reijmersdal et al., 2010) resulted in more negative attitudes. However, it is uncertain whether this mediating effect of
awareness of persuasive intent also applies to children. Empirical evidence for a relationship between children’s awareness of persuasive intent and persuasion is scarce and inconclusive and focuses primarily on television advertising (Robertson and Rossiter, 1974; Ross et al., 1984; Rozendaal, Buijzen, and Valkenburg, 2009). Several studies found no significant relationship between awareness of persuasive intent and advertising effects (Ross et al., 1984), whereas others found evidence for a negative (Robertson and Rossiter, 1974) or a positive (Rozendaal et al., 2009) relationship.

Moreover, recent theoretical insights into child development and advertising processing have highlighted important limitations of awareness of persuasive intent as a defense against advertising effects (Rozendaal et al., 2011). It has been argued that due to the affect-based nature of persuasion in child-directed advertising and due to children’s immature cognitive skills, it is highly unlikely that awareness of the persuasive intent of an advertising message triggers critical defenses among children (Buijzen et al., 2010; Livingstone and Helsper, 2006). For this process to occur, a child’s motivation and ability to process an advertising message should be relatively high. However, the affect-based nature of contemporary advertising, combined with children’s immature cognitive skills, makes it very difficult for children to engage in an elaborate persuasion process.

This argument particularly applies to integrated advertising formats, such as brand-integrated magazines. The entertaining and involving nature of such magazines distracts children from processing the content on a highly elaborate and critical level. Moreover, because of the highly involving nature and powerful emotional appeals of most advertised products, children’s desire to conform to the message may be much stronger than their desire to defend against the message (Harris et al., 2009). However, the limited empirical evidence is mixed. To our
knowledge, four studies explicitly tested the relationship between children’s awareness of persuasive intent and the effects of brand integration (Mallinckrodt and Mizerski, 2007; Van Reijmersdal et al., 2012; Waiguny and Terlutter, 2011; Waiguny et al., 2012). All of these studies focused on advergames, but several studies found no significant relationship between children’s awareness of persuasive intent and cognitive or affective responses to the brands integrated in games (Mallinckrodt and Mizerski, 2007; Van Reijmersdal et al., 2012). Other studies found negative relations, with increased awareness of persuasion leading to more negative brand responses (Waiguny and Terlutter, 2011; Waiguny et al., 2012).

However, the effects that were found for advergames could be different for brand-integrated magazines because brand integration in magazines requires fewer cognitive resources to process due to the magazine’s non-interactive nature. Interactivity refers to active control by voluntary and instrumental action, which influences the medium experience (Liu and Shrum, 2009). Readers cannot interact with magazine content but do interact with game content, which requires additional cognitive resources. Thus, children may have more cognitive resources available when processing brand-integrated magazines compared with games. This aspect may increase the children’s ability to critically process brand integration. Because of these contradictory findings and predictions, we decided to formulate a research question about the possible mediating role of awareness of persuasive intent:

**RQ3:** To what extent is the effect of the integration of advertising in entertaining content on advertised-product attitudes mediated by boys’ awareness of persuasive intent?

**Method**

*Design and Stimulus Materials*
The experiment was based on a one-factor between-subjects design. Boys were exposed to either a brand-integrated magazine or a toy store catalog. The source of both print formats was the Dutch toy store Bart Smit. Both formats were full-color and focused only on toys, games, and DVDs for boys between 8 and 12 years old. While selecting the stimulus materials, great care was taken to ensure that the print formats were equal in most aspects, except for the integration.

A brand-integrated magazine called Stoer! (Brave!) was recently launched by the toy store. The magazine is specifically targeted towards boys between 8 and 12 years old. This means that only toys, games and DVDs for boys were portrayed in the magazine, making it highly relevant for our sample. The magazine contained 67 pages and included comics, stories, games, pictures, and texts about toys, games, and DVDs. Content analysis showed that 79% of the pages included pictures of toys, games, or DVDs. Product prices were provided on 8% of the pages. The name of the toy store was mentioned in the colophon. In the integrated-magazine the content about toys, games or DVDs was always integrated into entertaining content such as short texts (in the form of short stories or ‘news-like’ items), cartoons, or puzzles.

The non-integrated format was a toy store catalog that originally included 159 pages. To make this catalog as suitable as the brand-integrated magazine to the boy subjects, the pages that portrayed products for babies and girls were removed. The final catalog had 69 pages. Toys, games, and DVDs with short information about product features (limited to 10 to 20 words) were portrayed on 99% of the pages, and price information was provided on 96% of the pages. Thus, the products were almost always accompanied by sales information. The name of the toy store was present on the cover and inside of the catalog. Examples of pages from the catalog and the brand-integrated magazine are portrayed in Figures 1 and 2.

PLACE FIGURES 1 AND 2 ABOUT HERE
The initial analyses showed that there was no significant difference in the boys’ attitudes between the two formats, $F(1, 115) = 2.22, p = .14, \eta^2 = .02$. However, boys were more often exposed to the catalog before the experiment; they indicated having read the catalog significantly more often than the magazine in the past, $F(1, 115) = 43.92, p < .05, \eta^2 = .28$; $M_{\text{magazine}} = 2.08$, SD = 1.21, $M_{\text{catalog}} = 3.43$, SD = .98, scale 1 (no, definitely not) to 4 (yes, certainly).

**Participants and Procedure**

A total of 117 boys from 8 to 12 years old ($M = 9.67$, SD = 1.24) participated in the study. Only boys were invited to participate because the brand-integrated magazine was targeted toward boys. The boys were recruited from two elementary schools in different urban and suburban areas. Prior to participating, institutional approval, parental consent, and the children’s informed consent were obtained. The boys were informed that they could stop participating at any time. The study occurred in a quiet room in the school with groups of five boys. Each group of boys read either the catalog or the brand-integrated magazine. The boys were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions. After a short introduction, the boys read the catalog or the brand-integrated magazine and were then instructed to close it and to fill out a questionnaire individually.

Demographic questions were asked initially, followed by questions addressing advertised-product attitudes, awareness of persuasive intent, and attitudes toward the format. The boys were then questioned about the aim of the research. None of them expressed awareness of the study’s aim. Lastly, the children were debriefed and instructed not to talk with any of their classmates about the research until all children had participated.

**Measures**
All measures used are suited for children aged between 8 and 12 years old. The measures were extensively tested in previous research and have proven to be understandable and valid for children of this age. Based on the literature, we used questions rather than statements because children this age have difficulty responding to statements (Borgers, De Leeuw and Hox, 2000; Greig, Taylor and MacKay, 2007). Moreover, all measures used four-point scales. Methodological research among children has shown that an even number of answering options is optimal because children have a strong tendency to choose the midpoint of the scale when using uneven answering options (Borgers, Hox, and Sikkel, 2004). In addition, four answering options make it easier for children to choose but still provide enough variance (Borgers et al., 2004).

**Awareness of Persuasive Intent.** Awareness of persuasive intent was measured with six questions: “Do you think this magazine is created to make you want to buy…?,” followed by “toys,” “DVDs,” and “games,” and “Do you think this magazine is created to make you want to have…?,” also followed by “toys,” “DVDs,” and “games.” The answers were given on the following scale: (1) “no, certainly not,” (2) “no, I don’t think so,” (3) “yes, I think so,” and (4) “yes, for sure” (Rozendaal, et al., 2013). All questions loaded on one factor and proved to be reliable. Therefore, a single measure of awareness of persuasive intent was created by averaging the scores for the six questions ($EV = 3.50$, $R^2 = 58.26$, Cronbach’s Alpha = .76, $M = 3.17$, SD = .74).

**Advertised-Product Attitude.** Attitudes toward the advertised products were measured by asking the six questions “Do you like the toys you saw in the magazine?,” “Do you like the DVDs you saw in the magazine?,” “Do you like the games you saw in the magazine?,” “Do you want to have the toys you saw in the magazine?,” “Do you want to have the DVDs you saw in the magazine?,” and “Do you want to have the games you saw in the magazine?” with answers
on the same four-point scale as used for awareness of persuasive intent (D’Alessio et al., 2009; Rozendaal et al., 2009). All items loaded on one factor (factor loadings between .67 and .74, $R^2 = 88.05$). Therefore, the scores were averaged to create a single measure of advertised-product attitude (Cronbach’s Alpha = .78; $M = 3.11$, $SD = .60$).

**Covariates.** Boys’ ages, attitudes toward the print format, and prior exposure to the format were also ascertained. The experimental conditions did not differ with respect to age, $F(1, 115) = 1.20, p = .28$, $\eta^2 = .01$. Attitude toward the magazine was measured with the following five questions: “Do you like the magazine?,” “Do you think the magazine is funny?,” “Do you think the magazine is boring?” (reverse), “Do you think the magazine is great?,” and “Do you think the magazine is stupid?” (reverse). The questions were answered on the following scale: (1) “no, not at all,” (2) “no, not really,” (3) “yes, a little bit,” and (4) “yes, very much.” Boys were asked this question only for the format to which they were exposed. The scale was based on Derbaix and Pecheux’s (2003) and D’Alessio et al.’s (2009) scales for attitude toward television advertising. These scales are particularly suitable and valid for children aged between 8 and 12 years. As mentioned before, the formats did not differ with respect to attitudes. Scale items were averaged to create a single measure of magazine attitude (Cronbach’s Alpha = .81, $M = 3.29$, $SD = .50$). Prior exposure to the magazines was measured by the question “Have you read the magazine before?,” with answers on the same four-point scale ($M = 2.75$, $SD = 1.29$). As mentioned before, boys were significantly more often exposed to the catalog than to the brand-integrated magazine before the experiment.

Age, attitude toward the format, and prior exposure to the magazines were included as covariates in the analyses because these characteristics were significantly related to the dependent variables.
Results

Effects on Advertised-Product Attitude and Awareness of Persuasive Intent

To test our hypotheses, a MANCOVA was conducted with the conditions (brand-integrated magazine compared with catalog) as a between-subjects factor and awareness of persuasive intent and advertised-product attitudes as dependent variables. The results are depicted in Table 1.

The analysis showed a significant multivariate effect, Wilk’s Lambda = .86, $F(2, 110) = 9.22, p < .001$, eta$^2$ = .14, and two significant main effects: on advertised-product attitude, $F(1, 111) = 6.13, p < .01$, eta$^2$ = .05, and on awareness of persuasive intent, $F(1, 111) = 17.55, p < .001$, eta$^2$ = .14. Contrary to what was expected in hypothesis 1, the results showed that the catalog resulted in more persuasion than the brand-integrated magazine. The boys who were exposed to the catalog showed more positive attitudes toward the advertised products than the boys who were exposed to the brand-integrated magazine. However, as predicted in our second hypothesis, the boys were more aware of the catalog’s persuasive intent than of the brand-integrated magazine’s persuasive intent.

PLACE TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

Mediation Analyses

To answer our research question, we used the INDIRECT SPSS macro developed by Preacher and Hayes (Hayes, 2013). This macro provides an analysis of the mediation effect following the causal steps approach (Baron and Kenny, 1986). First, the effect of the independent variable on the dependent variables is tested. The effect of the independent variable on the mediator and the effect of the mediator on the dependent variables are then tested. Lastly, the effect of the independent variable on the dependent variables controlled for the mediator is
tested. In addition, bootstrap confidence intervals are produced to test the significance of the mediated effect (Hayes, 2013). Bootstrap confidence intervals are preferred over the Sobel test because bootstrapping respects the nonnormality of the sampling distribution of the indirect effect. In addition, in contrast to the Sobel test, the bootstrapping method can adjust all paths in the mediation model for the potential influence of covariates (Hayes 2013).

The analysis showed that the catalog and the brand-integrated magazine (independent variable) resulted in significantly different attitudes toward the advertised products (the dependent variable) \( (B = -.26, SE = .10, p = .01) \). The analysis also showed that the effect of awareness of persuasive intent (the mediator) on advertised-product attitude (the dependent variable) was significant \( (B = .26, SE = .06, p < .001) \). In addition, the effect of advertising format on product attitude became non-significant when controlled for awareness of persuasive intent \( (B = -.10, SE = .11, p = .34) \), which seemed to indicate mediation. Bootstrapping indeed showed that the mediated effect was significant, as the 95% bias-corrected and accelerated confidence interval did not include zero \( (BC 95\% CI [-.32, -.06], B = -.16, SE = .06) \). Thus, the catalog led to more awareness of persuasive intent than the brand-integrated magazine, which resulted in more positive attitudes toward the advertised products.

**Discussion**

The first aim of this study was to examine whether the integration of advertising in an entertaining print format would evoke more positive product attitudes than a catalog. Second, this study aimed to understand how a brand-integrated magazine affects boys’ awareness of persuasive intent compared with a toy store catalog. The third aim was to test whether awareness of persuasive intent mediated the effect of the advertising format. Surprisingly, the non-integrated catalog had a more positive effect on attitudes toward the advertised products than the
brand-integrated magazine. This effect was mediated by awareness of persuasive intent, such that boys’ increased awareness of the persuasive intent of the catalog explained why the boys were more positive about the advertised products.

**Persuasion and Awareness of Persuasive Intent**

Contrary to what we expected based on research on adults, our results indicate that non-integrated advertising formats have a stronger effect on persuasion than does an integrated print format. Specifically, boys held more positive attitudes toward the advertised products when exposed to a non-integrated toy store catalog than when exposed to a brand-integrated magazine. In addition, boys were less aware of the persuasive intent of a brand-integrated magazine (68% > 2.5, which is the midpoint of the scale) than of a non-integrated catalog (93% > 2.5). This finding is consistent with the results of studies on adults, showing that audiences are less aware of the persuasive intent of integrated advertising formats than of ‘traditional’ advertising, such as commercials and advertisements (Cameron, 1994; Van Reijmersdal et al., 2010; Van Reijmersdal, 2011).

Previous research into the effects of advergames proposed that children’s limited understanding of integrated online formats might be attributed not only to their limited cognitive capacities to recognize such integrated advertising but also to the games’ interactive nature (Mallinckrodt and Mizerski, 2007; Nairn and Fine, 2008; Van Reijmersdal et al., 2012). The interactivity may overwhelm children to such an extent that their critical thinking is not activated at all. However, our study demonstrates that when exposed to a traditional non-interactive print medium, boys are also less aware of persuasive intent when advertising is integrated with entertaining content.

**Awareness of Persuasive Intent Mediates Effects on Persuasion**
Importantly, awareness of persuasive intent mediated this effect in such a way that higher awareness of persuasive intent resulted in enhanced persuasion. Previous studies on adults have shown an opposite effect: persuasion knowledge of brand integration triggered a more critical mode of processing, leading to resistance and less persuasion (Matthes et al., 2007; Russell, 2002; Van Reijmersdal et al., 2010). The Cognitive Defense Theory and the Persuasion Knowledge Model explain these findings by postulating that when audiences are aware of the persuasive intent of a message, this knowledge is used to critically process advertising and results in a defense against persuasion (Friestad and Wright, 1994; Rozendaal et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2005).

For children, the relationship between awareness of persuasion and persuasion has already been heavily debated in the literature and is based on inconclusive findings (Livingstone and Helsper, 2006; Robertson and Rossiter, 1974; Ross et al., 1984; Rozendaal et al., 2009). Children are highly unlikely to use their awareness of persuasive intent as a critical defense against advertising because of their limited emotion regulation ability and their poor executive functioning (Rozendaal et al., 2011). Children have difficulty controlling their emotions, thoughts, and actions because these skills are still developing. When confronted with emotional, entertaining, and engaging media content in which advertising is integrated, children’s ability to ‘stop and think’ about the ulterior motive of information is further hampered (Livingstone and Helsper, 2006; Rozendaal et al., 2009). Our findings demonstrate that boys aged 8 to 12 do not use their awareness of the persuasive intent of a catalog as a critical defense against advertising. In contrast, the boys’ persuasion awareness enhances the persuasive effects. This finding is in line with the results of Rozendaal et al. (2009), who found that for children 8 to 10 years of age,
awareness of the selling and persuasive intent of television advertising resulted in increased product desire.

Several theoretical explanations for these significant findings can be found in the literature. First, ease of processing may play a role. Boys demonstrated more awareness of the persuasive intent of the toy store catalog than of the brand integrated magazine. The non-integrated format activates existing advertising-related knowledge, meaning that boys can link the information in the catalog to their existing knowledge, making it easier to process this format. Stimuli that are easy to process lead to processing fluency that is positive and pleasant in nature (Reber, Winkielman, and Schwarz, 1998). The positive feelings associated with processing fluency tend to be attributed to the information that is processed rather than to the information processing itself (Bornstein and D’Agostino, 1994). Regarding our results, the positive feelings associated with the processing fluency of a catalog may be attributed to the advertised products, resulting in more positive product attitudes.

A second explanation for our findings may be related to the boys’ positive associations with toy, game, and DVD advertising. When children are aware that information is created to sell products—that a catalog is created to sell toys, games, and DVDs—positive associations with buying and owning these products may be activated. Children use toy advertisements and toy store catalogs in particular as sources of information for their birthday and Christmas wish lists (Buijzen and Valkenburg, 2000). The catalog may trigger commercial schemas of liking, desiring, and owning, resulting in more positive product attitudes. When advertising is integrated with entertaining content, awareness of persuasion and positive commercial associations are not activated.
Third, one may assume that children are more aware of the persuasive intent of a non-integrated catalog because they are more familiar with the format type. Control measures indeed showed that the boys were more often exposed to the catalog than with the brand-integrated magazine before the experiment. However, additional correlational analyses showed that there was no significant relationship between prior exposure to the brand-integrated magazine and the boys’ awareness of the persuasive intent of the magazine. This finding means that boys who were more familiar with the integrated format did not have a better understanding of its persuasive intent than boys who were less familiar or who had not seen the magazine before. Similarly, there was no correlation between prior exposure to the catalog and awareness of the catalog’s persuasive intent. This result implies that the effects are caused by the integration of persuasion into entertaining content, rather than by a familiarity effect.

**Implications, Limitations and Future Research**

Our study demonstrates that there is a vital need for a better theoretical understanding of the role of children’s awareness of persuasive intent in persuasion by both integrated and non-integrated advertising formats. Although awareness of persuasion and persuasion knowledge have garnered more attention from both academics and policymakers over the past few years, our theoretical understanding of the role of persuasion awareness in children’s susceptibility to advertising in general and to integrated advertising in particular is still immature. Future research should help to explain the mechanisms underlying the relationship between children’s awareness of persuasive intent and children’s persuasion. Specifically, our findings give direction for future research to explicitly test whether non-integrated advertising formats lead to more processing fluency and whether awareness of persuasive intent activates positive associations with advertising and products rather than negative associations with bias and deception.
In addition, it would be interesting to compare the effects of integrated formats on children and adults. Previous studies found that awareness of persuasive intent and more general persuasion knowledge are negatively related to persuasion among adults (e.g., Henrie and Taylor, 2009). Our study again shows that advertising processes among children are fundamentally different than among adults: awareness of persuasion was positively related to persuasion among boys. A systematic comparison of these effects within one study could shed more light on the role of awareness of persuasive intent in persuasion among people of different ages.

The present study focused on magazines that were targeted toward boys, and therefore, only boys were included in the sample. Mallinckrodt and Mizerski (2007) showed that boys were more aware of the persuasive intent of advergames than girls. It is possible that girls are also less aware of the persuasive intent of brand-integrated magazines than the boys in the present study. This possibility may imply that the effects found in this study are even stronger for girls. To test these assumptions for brand-integrated magazines and catalogs, further research is needed.

Our study used a post-measure only design. However, future research may also include children’s prior knowledge of the advertised brands and product categories. This may give insights into the relative effectiveness of both formats for advertising brands and products with different levels of familiarity among children.

In addition to the theoretical contributions described, this study also provides insights for practitioners. Our findings imply that advertisers could focus on non-integrated print advertising formats, such as catalogs, to promote their products to children for two reasons. First, catalogs were found to be the most effective in creating positive product attitudes. Second, catalogs are a more ethical way of communicating to children because children are generally aware of catalogs’ persuasive intent.
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## TABLE 1

**EFFECTS OF INTEGRATION ON PERSUASION KNOWLEDGE AND PERSUASION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Brand-Integrated Magazine</th>
<th>Catalog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advertised-Product Attitude</td>
<td>2.97 (0.69)a</td>
<td>3.28 (0.42)b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of Persuasive Intent</td>
<td>2.87 (0.80)a</td>
<td>3.49 (0.52)b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Mean scores are portrayed with standard deviations between parentheses.

a,b Means with different superscripts in the same row differ significantly at $p < .01$. 
FIGURE 1
EXAMPLE OF STIMULUS MATERIAL FROM THE CATALOG

Note: A page of the toy store catalog that promotes Nerf products is portrayed. Pictures of all of the products are presented along with short texts and price information.

Translation
Go out of your mind with the original Nerf blasters! Free batteries at Bart Smit. Nerf N-strike Deploy Cs-6: the deploy is the unique Nerf blaster that you can use in two different ways. Use it in the unobtrusive Flashlight mode or unfold it for the Blaster mode. Including light beam, clip space, tactical rail and strap. Was 37.99, now 32.99 Bart’s super deal Nerf N-strike raider rapidfire CS-35. With this mega Nerf blaster you can go crazy. Including 35 darts, removable drum and shoulder stock. Was 54.99 now 47.99 Nerf N-strike tech target single blaster: As seen on TV. This interactive target with light and sound effects lets you know your score as soon as the foam dart hits the target. 32.99 Nerf dart tag fury fire deluxe for two players: As seen on TV. with 2x 10 shot blasters, 2 target vests, 2 vision glasses and 20 darts. Was 49.99, now 44.99 Nerf N-strike maverick gun: As seen on TV. rapid fire with this rotating blaster. 16.99 Nerf N-strike stampede: Automatically launches 18 clip darts per drum. With protection shield to avoid incoming darts. Includes holder, three 18-darts extended clip, 54 clip darts and tactical rail. Electronic nerf blaster! Free batteries at Bart Smit, as seen on TV. 79.99 Nerf N-strike recon CS-6: Build your own blaster with five interchangeable parts. Including quick reload clip, 6 darts, removable shoulder stock and several accessories. As seen on TV. Free batteries at Bart Smit. 29.99
Translation:
For dudes with courage: Nerf! New Nerf blasters are introduced each year. Don’t you know which one to choose? Here you will find the best of the moment.
Raider. Official name: Raider rapid fire CS-35. Okay, this is really a big boy. With its 70 cm you cannot put it in your backpack. Not only the raider itself but also the drum is huge. The 35 blaster and its special drum give it the highest dart capacity yet. A pump-action handle lets you control your rate of fire and choose your blasting mode—either single or multi-shot. This raider is very cool!
Reflex. Official name: N-strike reflex. It’s easy to conceal for a stealth assault. That is no problem with its 12 cm. Including three whistle darts that whistle as they fly. Your opponent may hear the dart coming, but it is more impressive!
Bandolier: This is a set that every serious nerf gamer deserves. With this belt you can carry 6 clip drums and 12 clip darts. It includes 2 clip drums and 24 darts. These darts are compatible with the raider and the recon. Good gear is all you need.
Vest: with this adjustable vest, you will be a walking nerf warehouse. The vest’s dart storage loops hold up to 12 darts, and give you space to move around and hold your blaster. Includes two clip drums and 12 N-strike darts.

Did you know?
… Nerf already exists for 40 years.
… the first nerf was a softball
… with this softball you could not break anything
… all nerfs are safe
… there are a lot of cool youtube movies about nerf
… there are also nerf videogames

For experts
The official names of the nerf blasters include abbreviations. Do you know what they mean?